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Music Video Make It Better Is The Voice of Hope and Peace
Young generations strongly believed that we are able to control the world with peace
AIRMONT, N.Y. - March 3, 2022 - PRLog -- Song For Russia-Ukraine and Peaceful World
(Sevilla, Spain) Russia is aggressively attacking Ukraine with its own reasons, even though war is still not
the right activity for human civilization. Perhaps many conspiracies were sparked in every event of this
Russian attack, but one thing is certain that the world needs a peace movement. As quoted by Anthesianz,
an Indonesian singer and songwriter who released his international album last February, he stated "We live
in the same house, the same roof, the same land, meaning that wherever the continent we live now, we are
family." he added, "therefore, we need to make the peace movement viral again, we remind the world that
we are brothers"
Through music, the singer who collaborated with Samuel Wattimena in the movement to preserve the
archipelago's wastra gave a very valuable statement that culture can change the paradigm of a nation, and
the Indonesian nation is a nation with a philosophy of compassionate local wisdom that is strongly believed
to be able to control world peace. What needs to be done is for the young generation of the nation to join
hands to see the future of the world filled with peace and love through their works according to their
respective interests and fields, one of which is through music.
https://youtu.be/UOdsbgT9n_0
The Anthesian music video titled "Make It Better" will be released in March 2022, this song voices peace,
if only every nation understood the meaning of forgiveness and love then we can definitely start living a
better life.
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